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Abstract

This study presents an unsupervised feature learning algorithm to explore the hi-
erarchies of latent topics of words and sentences with infinite branches and layers.
The Bayesian nonparametric approach to this algorithm is developed through a hi-
erarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) compound nested Chinese restaurant process
(nCRP). The topics of the sentences in a document are first drawn by multiple tree
paths via nCRP. The topics of the words within a sentence are then drawn by an
HDP. The topic mixture models of sentences and words are jointly constructed
for document representation. The hierarchical clustering of sentences is achieved
through a random tree model ranging from global topics to specific topics. A
new hierarchical stick-breaking process is proposed to draw topic proportions for
nodes from multiple paths. The resulting hierarchical topic model (HTM) is ca-
pable of discovering unknown internal structures in layered data via unsupervised
learning. Gibbs sampling algorithm is developed to infer structural parameters in
word level as well as in sentence level. The evaluation is conducted for unsuper-
vised learning of words, sentences and documents. The experimental results show
the benefits of applying HTM for text modeling.

1 Introduction

Due to the rapidly increasing amount of web documents, it is crucial to extract compact information
from tons of documents so that web browsers can efficiently understand huge data and greatly re-
duce reading time. The clustering of sentences, paragraphs, abstracts or even documents becomes
very important to find relevant information for building information systems. The text documents
are seen as structural data consisting of sentences, paragraphs, sections and chapters with different
lengths of words. Finding correlation between sentences is essential to establish a state-of-art model
for document retrieval and classification. In addition, the clustering of sentences is vital for docu-
ment summarization, which is designed by evaluating the content representation and conducting the
sentence selection [5]. There are two approaches in the literature. One is the concept-based sum-
marization, and the other is the query-based summarization. The former one directly extracts the
sentences which are related to the theme of documents while the latter one selects the sentences ac-
cording to user queries and therefore fits the user interests. The relevance measure between sentence
and document were proposed for document summarization [5][9]. An additional latent variable was
introduced to build latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] based topic model where general sentences
and specific sentences were identified for summarization [11]. However, the correlation between
topics and the selection of model size were not tackled in LDA. Recently, the hierarchical topic
models were developed to deal with topic correlation and model selection based on the hierarchical
LDA (hLDA) [3] and the nested Chinese restaurant process (nCRP) [3][4]. The hierarchical topics
were established to explore the latent structure for a bag of words. These methods could not charac-
terize topic structure for a bag of sentences.
This paper presents a novel hierarchical topic model (HTM) for a bag of sentences. The topic struc-
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tures of words and sentences are jointly represented by hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [15]
compound nCRP. The proposed HTM “lets data speak” and makes as few assumptions as possible
in model selection. Bayesian nonparametric learning is developed to simultaneously tackle the is-
sues of model selection, topic correlation and topic hierarchy. The topic hierarchy of sentences is
first constructed by nCRP where the sentence topics in each document are drawn by multiple paths.
The topic structure of words within a sentence is then modeled by a global HDP. Different levels
of topic information are investigated for natural language understanding. A new hierarchical stick-
breaking process is proposed to draw topic proportion for sentences and to generate topic mixtures
from multiple tree paths. The Gibbs sampling algorithm is developed to infer HTM parameters.
The performance of HTM is evaluated for text representation by using the Document Understanding
Conferences (DUC) corpus and the Reuters dataset.

2 Hierarchical topic model of words and sentences

2.1 A nested Dirichlet process

Bayesian nonparametric learning allows mixture model to select an appropriate number of mixture
topics from observation data. In proposed HTM, each document is associated with a mixture of
sentence topics while each sentence is modeled by a mixture of word topics. We assume that the
words of a sentence given word topics are conditionally independent with βw ∼ G0 where G0

is distributed by a Dirichlet process (DP). The sentences given sentence topics are conditionally
independent with βs ∼ Gs where Gs is distributed by a hierarchical DP. We have two levels of
topic models due to the fact that each document consists of a “bag of sentences” and each sentence
consists of a “bag of words”. Different from topic model based on “bag of bigrams” [16], we build
HTM from bag of sentences where each sentence has variable length of words and is drawn from
a word-level topic mixture model. Each document is sampled from a sentence-level topic mixture
model. A shared random tree model containing infinite word topics and infinite sentence topics may
be constructed. In particular, we define a measure Gs for each sentence, a measure Gd for each
document, and a global measure G0 for all words across documents. We propose a nested Dirichlet
process where the nonparametric priors are conducted in a nested manner by

G0 ∼ DP (α,H) , Gs ∼ DP (ms, πs, G0) , Gd ∼ DP (md, πd, Gs) (1)

whereH is the base probability measure and α is the strength parameter. In (1), the GEM parameters
{md, πd} and {ms, πs} [13] imply the expectations about topic assignments for the sentences in a
document d and the words in a sentence s, respectively. In addition, we characterize the correlation
between sentence topics via a tree structure where root node contains general sentences and leaf
nodes contain specific sentences. Each path reflects a theme ranging from general topic to specific
topic. We capture the variations of themes for different sentences in a document through multiple
paths by repeating nCRP [3][4] using the groups of sentence words. Figure 1(a) shows an example
of a three-layer tree model where each sentence is allocated in a tree node. There are eight sentences
{s1, · · · , s8} in document d. Each sentence chooses a sentence topic zs from multiple paths shown
by thick lines according to the topic proportion θd. The sentence topic distribution is formed by
βs = {β1, · · · , β5}. The words {wdsn} of a sentence s are generated by word topics {zn} which
are drawn by the sentence-based topic proportion θs.

2.2 Hierarchical stick-breaking process

In proposed HTM, the sentences of a document choose multiple paths based on an nCRP. The multi-
ple paths are constructed to reflect the topic variations existing in different sentences. As long as the
paths of a document are selected, a sentence is assigned by a node with topic proportion determined
from all nodes in the selected paths through a new hierarchical stick-breaking (HSB) process. The
GEM construction [13] provides a distribution over infinite proportions where each proportion is
independently and sequentially drawn. However, conventional GEM is not suitable for tree model
with dependencies between parent nodes and child nodes. We present an efficient implementation
for tree-structured stick-breaking process [1] and develop the treeGEM process for HTM. The topic
proportions θd = {θdt} of a document d with infinite nodes are subject to

∑∞
t=1 θdt = 1. The

HSB process is described as follows. We consider a set of a parent node and its child nodes that are
connected as shown by thick arrows in Figure 1(b). Let t denote a tree node and tc = {t1, t2, · · · }
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Figure 1: (a) A random tree model based on HTM, (b) the hierarchical stick-breaking (HSB)
process and (c) the topic proportions generated by HSB.

denote its child nodes. The hierarchical stick-breaking process is run for each set of nodes {t, tc}
in a recursive fashion. Here, the topic proportion θt0 in child nodes denotes the initial fragment of
the parent node t when proceeding stick-breaking process for its child nodes tc. As illustrated in
HSB process in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), θ0 = 1 denotes the initial unit length, θ1 = ν1 denotes the
first fragment of stick for root node and 1 − ν1 denotes the remaining fragment of the stick. Given
the GEM parameters {md, πd}, the beta variable νti ∼ Beta(mdπd, (1 − md)πd) of a child node
ti ∈ Ωtc is first drawn. The probability of generating this draw is calculated by νti

∏i−1
j=0(1 − νtj).

This probability is then multiplied by topic proportion θta of the ancestors of tree node t for all child
nodes Ωtc . We obtain topic proportion θti = θtaνti

∏i−1
j=0(1−νtj) for each child node ti. Following

this recursive procedure, the topic proportion of non-leaf node t is determined by θt = θt0 = θtaνt0
and that of leaf node is determined by θt = θta since stick-breaking process is not further applied.
The tree model is recursively constructed without limitation of tree layers and branches. For the
example of multiple tree paths in Figure 1(a), starting from root node with θ1, the stick-breaking
process proceeds by replacing θ1 as θ10 and breaking the sticks to produce θ11 and θ12. The nodes
{θ10, θ11, θ12} and all possible brother nodes in the second layer share the unit length θ0 = 1. When
proceeding the stick-breaking for node with label t = 11 and topic proportion θ11, we replace θ11 as
θ110 and continuously produce θ111. The nodes {θ110, θ111} and their possible brother nodes share
the topic proportion θ11. Following this procedure, the infinite branches and layers can be realized
to build a random tree model. The topic proportions {θ1, θ11, θ12, θ111, θ121} in multiple paths are
determined for representation of all sentences in document d. We construct a new treeGEM process
where the data from this model are exchangeable. Different from [1] using separate beta parameters
for controlling width and depth of tree model, the width and the depth in proposed HTM are adjusted
by the same document-level parameters {md, πd}. An efficient implementation of HSB is achieved.
More importantly, we aim at determining the tree paths for representation of individual document
while [1] did not choose tree paths for document-level modeling.

3 Model construction

When constructing HTM, the sentences in a document and the words in a sentence are represented
by sentence topics and word topics, respectively. Each sentence chooses a tree node from a selected
tree path while the sentences of a document may choose tree nodes from multiple paths. The words
of the sentences allocated in the same tree node are drawn by an HDP. The word topics are accord-
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Figure 2: Graphical representation for HTM.

ingly drawn. Using HTM, the sentence topics and the word topics are tightly related and modeled.
HTM is beneficial for representation of heterogeneous documents. Figure 2 shows the graphical
representation of HTM. The model construction is addressed as follows: [7]

1. For each word topic kw and sentence topic ks in an infinite random tree
(a) Draw a word topic distribution by βw|α,H ∼ G0.
(b) Draw a sentence topic distribution by βs|ms, πs, G0 ∼ Gs.

2. For each document d ∈ {1, · · · , D}
(a) Draw multiple paths cd = {cds} ∼ nCRP(γ)

(b) Draw a topic mixture over L levels with paths {cds} in the tree by θd|{md, πd} ∼
treeGEM(md, πd).

(c) For each sentence s ∈ {1, · · · , S}
i. Choose a topic label for a sentence by zs|θd ∼ Mult(θd)

ii. Draw a sentence based on path cds and topic zs
wds = {wdsn}|{zs, cds, βs} ∼ Mult(βs,cds [zs])

iii. Choose a topic mixture by θs|{ms, πs} ∼ GEM(ms, πs)
iv. For each word n ∈ {1, · · · , Ns}

a Choose a topic label for a word zn|θs ∼ Mult(θs).
b Draw a word wn|{zn, βw} ∼ Mult(βw[zn])

Based on this model construction, the sentence s of a document d is parameterized by sentence
topic zs along the corresponding path cds and the words are parameterized by word topic zn. The
sentence topic and word topic are drawn by the topic mixtures θd and θs which are determined by
treeGEM and GEM, respectively. Different from standard GEM [3][4][13], the treeGEM calculates
the document-dependent topic mixture θd where all sentences in document d are used to construct
the topic proportion. The GEM is used to build the sentence-dependent topic mixture θs. The
hyperparameter γ reflects the tendency of a document extending its path by creating a new node or
topic.

4 Model inference

The approximate inference using Gibbs sampling is developed to infer posterior parameters of HTM
for implementation of document representation. Suppose there are V words in the vocabulary and
L levels in a tree. Gibbs sampler provides an approach to explore the parameter space as well as the
model space. Each latent variable is iteratively sampled with condition on the observations and all
other latent variables. We sample multiple paths {cds} for different sentences s of a document d.
Each sentence s is assigned by a tree node which is sampled from nCRP. The words of a sentence s
are then assigned by the topics which are drawn by HDP.

4.1 Sampling multiple paths

First of all, given the allocated levels and their variables, we iteratively sample the paths associ-
ated with a document wd and also sample the sentences wds conditioned on all other paths in this
document. Sampling tree paths is performed according to the posterior probability

p
(
cds|wd, cd(−s), zs, ηs, γ

)
∝ p

(
cds|cd(−s), γ

)
p
(
wds|cd,wd(−s), zs, ηs

)
(2)
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where cd(−s) denotes the paths of all sentences in document d except sentence s. The notation
“-” denotes the self-exception. In (2), ηs denotes the Dirichlet prior parameter for sentence topic
distribution βs. The first term in right-hand-side (RHS) calculates the probability of choosing a path
for a sentence. This probability is determined by applying the Chinese restaurant process [4] where
the mth subsequent sentence chooses an occupied node t or a new node by

p(cds = t|cd(−s), γ) =
mt

m− 1 + γ
, p(cds = new|cd(−s), γ) =

γ

m− 1 + γ
(3)

wheremt denotes the number of sentences that had selected node t. Here, node t is along a tree path
which is selected for wds. The second term in RHS of (2) is calculated by [3][4]

p
(
wds|cd,wd(−s), zs, ηs

)
=

p (wd|cd, zs, ηs)
p
(
wd(−s)|cd, zs, ηs

)
=

T∏
t=1

Γ
(
V ηs +

∑V
v=1 nd(−s)tv

)
∏V

v=1 Γ
(
ηs + nd(−s)tv)

) ∏V
v=1 Γ

(
ηs + ndstv + nd(−s)tv

)
Γ
(
V ηs +

∑V
v=1

(
ndstv + nd(−s)tv

)) (4)

where ndstv denotes the number of times a vocabulary word wn = v in node t, sentence s and docu-
ment d and nd(−s)tv denotes the corresponding number by considering all sentences except sentence
s. This term is derived by finding two marginal likelihoods in numerator and denominator through
integrating over parameter βs. Multiple paths are accordingly selected for individual sentences. The
words in a sentence are treated as the words in a document so as to perform the path sampling.

4.2 Sampling sentence topics and word topics

Given the current sentence path cds selected by nCRP [4] by using words in sentence s, we sample a
level ` from L levels or equivalently sample a sentence topic ks = (cds, `) according to the posterior
probability given current values of all other variables

p (zs = ks|wd, z−s, cds,md, πd, ηs) ∝ p (zs = ks|z−s,md, πd) p
(
wds|cds,wd(−s), z, ηs

)
(5)

where z = (zs, z−s). The number of sentence topics is unlimited Ks → ∞. The first term of RHS
of (5) is a distribution over levels derived as an expectation of treeGEM which is implemented via
the hierarchical stick-breaking construction as described in section 2.2. For the case of leaf nodes,
we sample the sentence topics via stick-breaking process according to a product of beta distributions
ν ∼ Beta (mdπd, (1−md)πd) as follows

p (zs = ks|z−s,md, πd) = E

[
νks

ks−1∏
i=0

(1− νi)

]
p (zs = ksa|z−s,md, πd)

=

[
mdπd + nd(−s)ks

πd +
∑Ks

i=1 nd(−s)i

ks−1∏
i=0

(1−md)πd +
∑Ks

j=i+1 nd(−s)j

πd +
∑Ks

j=1 nd(−s)j

]
p (zs = ksa|z−s,md, πd)

(6)

where p (zs = ksa|z−s,ms, πs) is the probability of an ancestor node and ksa denote the ancestor
node of ks. This term is calculated by the product of the expectations of all beta distributions from
ancestor nodes. For the case of non-leaf nodes ks, the sampling probability in (6) is modified as

p (zs = ks|z−s,md, πd) = E [ν0]E

[
νks

ks−1∏
i=0

(1− νi)

]
p (zs = ksa|z−s,md, πd) =

mdπd + nd(−s)ksa

πd +
∑Ks

i=1 nd(−s)i

×

[
mdπd + nd(−s)ks

πd +
∑Ks

i=1 nd(−s)i

ks−1∏
i=0

(1−md)πd +
∑Ks

j=i+1 nd(−s)j

πd +
∑Ks

j=i nd(−s)j

]
p(zs = ksa|z−s,md, πd)

(7)

In (7), ν0 is an additional proportion variable of node ks and is shared with topic proportions for its
child nodes. This equation is derived as a product of expectations of beta variables. Notably, (6)
and (7) are expressed as the recursive formulas. In addition, the second term of RHS of (5) is the
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probability of sentence written by

p
(
wds|cds,wd(−s), z, ηs

)
=

∏
wdsn∈s

p
(
wdsn = v|cds,wd(−s), z, ηs

)
=
∏
v∈s

ηs + nksv

V ηs +
∑V

v=1 nksv

∝
∏
v∈s

(ηs + nksv)
(8)

where nksv denotes the number of times word v is allocated to topic ks. On the other hand, similar
to the sampling of sentence topic ks the word topic kw is sampled from Kw →∞ topics according
to the HDP using the following posterior probability
p (zn = kw|wdsn, z−n, cds,ms, πs, ηw) ∝ p (zn|z−n,ms, πs) p

(
wdsn = v|cds, wds(−n), zn, z−n, ηw

)
(9)

where ηw denotes the Dirichlet prior parameter for word topic distribution βw. In (9), the first and
the second terms of RHS are given by

p (zn = kw|z−n,ms, πs) =
msπs + nds(−n)kw

πs +
∑Kw

i=1 nds(−n)i

kw−1∏
i=1

(1−ms)πs +
∑Kw

j=i+1 nds(−n)j

πs +
∑Kw

j=i nds(−n)j
(10)

p
(
wdsn = v|cds, wds(−n), zn, z−n, ηw

)
∝ ηw + nkwv (11)

where nds(−n)kw
denotes the number of times that all words in sentence s and document d are

allocated to topic kw not including wdsn. Given the current status of the sampler, we iteratively
sample each variable conditioned on the rest variables. The paths of a document {cds} the sentence
topics {zs} and the word topics {zs} are sequentially sampled and iteratively employed to update
the posterior probabilities for Gibbs sampling algorithm. The true posteriors are approximated by
running sufficient iterations of Gibbs sampling.

4.3 Comparison with other methods

We compare the proposed HTM with some other related methods. The hidden topic Markov model
[10] was presented to incorporate the topic evolution in data generation via a topic segmentation
procedure based on hidden Markov model. In [8], a text segmentation model was developed to find
the topic-coherent documents in a text stream. The document boundaries were detected according to
the topic similarity between consecutive sentences. These two methods were employed to tackle the
temporally-varying topics in text data based on LDA. Instead of dealing with the temporal variations
of topics, HTM explores the flexible structures of word topics and sentence topics based on Bayesian
nonparametrics. Also, a semi-supervised recursive autoencoder [14] was introduced to predict the
sentence-level sentiment label distributions by hierarchically capturing the compositional seman-
tics from text data. No Bayesian learning of latent topics was performed. The hierarchical LDA
(hLDA) [3] was designed as a tree model for a bag of words which shared the same hierarchical
topic distribution. Each document selected a tree path. The words of this document were generated
by topic mixtures along this path. However, a document contains a bag of sentences. The sentence
structure is not characterized by applying hLDA based on single tree path. To flexibly represent the
heterogeneous documents, it is meaningful to consider multiple paths for representation of different
sentences. In addition, the pachinko allocation model (PAM) [12] was developed as a document
model which characterized the hierarchies of topics and the topic correlations within a document.
PAM adopted a structural model for words and documents. Nevertheless, HTM is a general topic
model with a delicate structure for representation of words, sentences and documents. An additional
sentence level is introduced. The level of sentences can be extended to any other possible structure
between words and documents, e.g. abstracts, paragraphs, sections, etc. HTM chooses the multi-
ple paths to compensate the variations of sentence topics in the same tree layer and configure the
hierarchies of topics in different layers. Two kinds of topics allow the sentences and words drawn
from different topic mixtures according to the sentence-based and word-based topic distributions,
respectively. HTM is developed as a general approach to unsupervised structural learning which can
be applied for document summarization, classification and retrieval.

5 Experiments

A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed HTM for document modeling,
summarization and clustering. The experiments were conducted by using two datasets: DUC 2007
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1、Police in Rio de Janeiro arrested five men and recovered millions of dollars worth of art stolen earlier this month, including works by Salvador Dali and Henri Matisse, a Brazilian 

police officer said.

2、Italian police recovered more than 1,000 works of art valued at Pounds 25m in Turin and Cuneo and arrested two people suspected of trafficking in stolen goods.

3、A retired Argentine police commissioner and his wife were held in Miami on charges of conspiring to sell stolen paintings worth as much as $100 million by such masters as El Greco 

and Goya, FBI officials said.

1、It's not every city that boasts a civic organization called the Friends of the Arts.

2、I was surprised. He's a very nice person." Sharitz has been taking courses at the 

college since 1983, college officials said.

3、The magazine quoted Lothar Brauner, curator at the Nationalgalerie, in formerly 

East Berlin, as saying he received the works on May 19, 1972, from an unidentified 

person claiming to have gotten them from a third party.

1、The survey was conducted by University of California 

Cooperative Extension Services, which conducts research and 

provides educational services to county residents.

2、These proceeds go to the Valley Mayors' Fund for the 

Homeless, which selects those service-providers it deems 

appropriate to help, and decides how large a portion of the money 

raised should go to each agency.

3、I think that would be better accomplished living within the 

rules of the program, just like they will have to do in society." 

Instead, Britt is "creating her own war," said the on-site manager, 

Terri Murphy.

1、Ten people were arrested after a series of 

raids on several residences.

2、I think what they did was tremendous," 

Metcalfe said. "If it hadn't been for Steve and 

the two other citizens, there is no doubt in my 

mind that the three people in that car would 

have died." ...

1、MAJOR RECENT ART THEFTS MARCH 18, 1990 -- Two 

robbers dressed as police officers steal 11 paintings and an ancient 

Chinese beaker from the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in 

Boston.

2、The Getty, the Los Angeles area's most conspicuous center of 

art wealth, has always been security-conscious, Gribbon said. "But 

there's no question that you take a look at what you are doing after 

something like this," she added. "The Gardner theft underlines that 

excellent security people are the ultimate line of defense, and ours 

are extremely good." ...

Figure 3: Hierarchical tree model of DUC documents with topic words and topic sentences.

(http://duc.nist.gov/) and Reuters 21578. In DUC 2007, each document contained a news document
from 50 topics. Each topic had 25-50 news documents. We used the documents from 45 topics
as training set and those from the other five topics as test set. The number of total sentences in
this corpus was 22937. The vocabulary size was 18395 after removing stop words. This corpus
provided the reference summaries, which were manually written for evaluation. In Reuters 21578,
there were 66 categories and 8990 short documents. Each document was labeled by a topic or a
category. We apply HTM for document clustering. For simplicity, we constrained the tree growing
to three layers. The performance was affected by the initial values of HTM parameters. The initial
values were specified for three-layer parameters ηs = ηw = [0.05, 0.025, 0.0125]

T and md =
ms = 0.35, πd = πs = 100, γ = 0.5 which were selected from validation data according to the
perplexity measure. The selection evaluation was detailed in [7].

Figure 4: Perplexity versus Gibbs sampling iteration by using HTM.

5.1 Evaluation for document representation and summarization

Figure 3 displays the hierarchical topic words and topic sentences extracted from DUC corpus by
applying HTM. In this three-layer tree, we show five topic words in each tree node and three topic
sentences in the paths with thick lines. We find that the topic words and topic sentences in the
same node are semantically close together. Root node contains general sentences while the leaf
nodes consist of specific sentences. Two tree paths reflect different themes extracted from mul-
tiple documents. The left-hand-side path reflects the theme about criminal and defense and the
RHS path indicates the theme about school activities. HTM effectively discovers topic hierarchies
and tree paths for representation of sentences and themes from a text corpus. Figure 4 displays
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Figure 5: Illustration for clustering of Reuters documents.

the perplexity of training documents versus the iterations of Gibbs sampler when inferring HTM.
The documents of DUC corpus are used. In this evaluation, the perplexity consistently decreases
by increasing the sampling iterations. In the experiments of document summarization based on
ROUGE-1 (http://berouge.com/), HTM achieves precision rate and recall rate of test documents as
0.4100 and 0.3869 which are substantially better than 0.3839 and 0.3387 by using sentence-based
LDA [6], respectively. This comparison is done with comparable model size in LDA and HTM.
LDA is performed by fixing number of latent topics while the topic structure in HTM is flexibly
determined.

5.2 Evaluation for document clustering

In addition, we examine the proposed HTM for document clustering by using Reuters 21578 where
the ten most populous categories (earn, acq, crude, trade, money-fx, interest, ship, sugar, money-
supply and coffee) consisted of 7826 documents. In this evaluation, we treat the documents from a
category as a single super-document and view each document as a pseudo-sentence of this super-
document. There are 66 super-documents and 8990 pseudo-sentences in this experiment. This treat-
ment allows us to carry out HTM for Reuters dataset and investigate the performance of document
clustering as displayed in Figure 5. For each node, we show the percentages of documents of top
categories over all documents grouped into this node. The total number of documents of top cate-
gories is shown in the bottom of tree node. Node 0 is a root node which contains 31% of acq, 27% of
earn and 3% of trade. The descendent branches inherit three largest populous groups of documents
from root node. The hierarchy of the categories of Reuters documents is revealed by using HTM.
For example, Node 5 is a descendent branch of root node which is related to trade. It is meaningful
to see that three descendent nodes of Node 5 have trade, coffee and sugar as top categories. We also
find that the most populous categories in leaf nodes have higher percentage of documents in top cat-
egory which strongly implies that leaf nodes contain more “specific” documents. The top category
in root node has smaller percentage (31%) of documents which reveals that root node contains more
“general” documents.

6 Conclusions

This paper addressed a random tree model of word topics and sentence topics for document rep-
resentation. The words and sentences of a document were represented by the mixture models of
word topics and sentence topics, respectively. The topic information was extracted from nodes in
multiple tree paths where a document was allocated. Using the proposed HTM, each node reflected
a sentence topic and each path revealed the topic hierarchy. Similar sentences or documents were
grouped together through unsupervised structural learning of topic hierarchies for words and sen-
tences. Experimental results on DUC and Reuters datasets showed that HTM effectively constructed
tree structures of words and sentences and attained desirable performance for document summariza-
tion. The experiments on clustering of Reuters documents showed that general documents and
specific documents were meaningfully clustered into root node and leaf nodes, respectively.
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